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Spin wave spectra of ultrathin epitaxial cobalt films deposited on W(110), Cu(111), and Au(111) surfaces are
studied in the wave-vector regime between 0.1 ˚A−1 and 0.7 ˚A−1 using inelastic electron scattering with 6 meV
energy resolution. Up to three different spin wave modes are resolved for wave vectors q‖ < 0.35 ˚A
−1
. The modes
are identified as the acoustic mode and standing modes with one and two nodes inside the film. The relative
weight of the modes in a particular spectrum may depend critically on the electron impact energy. For larger
wave vectors beyond q‖ > 0.35 ˚A
−1
and layers thicker than five atom layers the separate modes merge into a
single, broad loss feature. Since the shape and position of the loss feature depend on the electron impact energy, a
separation into different modes is nevertheless possible for not too large wave vectors. The spin wave dispersion
curves of films grown on W(110) agree with those observed on Cu(111) if one takes into account that on copper
the cobalt grows in islands so that the mean height of the islands is higher than the nominal coverage. On films
grown on Au(111) the low wave vector spin waves are buried in the high elastic diffuse scattering caused by the
considerable disorder in the films. The broader appearance of the spectra at higher wave vectors compared to
films grown on W(110) and Cu(111) is quantitatively accounted for by disorder-induced kinematic broadening.
Because of the granular growth on copper and gold primarily the spin wave spectrum of cobalt films on W(110)
is amenable to quantitative theoretical analysis. Such an analysis is not available at present. We show however,
that the dispersion curves are incompatible with the Heisenberg model as long as only a single, layer-independent
exchange coupling constant is invoked.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.92.024407 PACS number(s): 75.70.Tj, 75.30.Ds
I. INTRODUCTION
The magnetism of thin films is a fascinating and rich field
of contemporary research, partly because of its technological
importance, and partly because of the scientific challenges
involved in our fundamental understanding of magnetism.
While early research was concerned with the investigation
of static magnetic properties such as the orientation of the
easy axis of magnetization, the magnetization hysteresis, and
the nature of domain walls [1–5], recent studies focus on the
dynamics of spin systems. This paper deals with spin dynamics
in the form of spin waves. The excitation of a quantum of a spin
wave corresponds to the flip of one spin from the majority to
the minority state. Spin waves therefore offer the intellectually
appealing possibility to transport spin-encoded information
in space without transport of charge or mass by forming
wave packets of spin waves. In this context the exchange-
dominated high wave vector spin waves of 3d ferromagnets
are of particular interest since they combine high speeds of
propagation with the possibility of localization in the nm range.
In 1967 Mills proposed to study such high-momentum spin
waves at surfaces and in thin films by using inelastic scattering
of low-energy electrons [6]. While the experimental techniques
for such studies were at hand in the 1970s [7] it took several
decades before specifically designed electron spectrometers
of sufficient sensitivity became available [8]. Using such an
instrument Vollmer et al. performed the first study of spin
waves in the high-momentum regime on an eight atom layer
film of cobalt on a Cu(100) substrate [9]. However, due to
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the comparatively poor energy resolution only a single broad
loss feature was observed as a function of the wave vector
parallel to the surface q‖ and was attributed to the lowest
mode, the surface mode of the film. In analogy to phonon
excitations the mode is also called the acoustic mode since (in
absence of external magnetic fields or magnetic anisotropies)
the frequency becomes zero together with the wave vector
parallel to the surface q‖. The reason is that for q‖ = 0 all
spins in the film precess in phase. The torque on the spins
therefore vanishes. For small q‖ and thin films, amplitude and
phase of the acoustic mode are (nearly) the same in all layers
of the film. In that sense the mode may be also called the
homogeneous mode. However, for large q‖ near the boundary
of the surface Brillouin zone the mode becomes localized
either to the surface or to the interface, depending on the layer
dependence of the exchange interaction [10]. Simultaneously,
the spin wave excitations become extremely broad in energy
since they rapidly decompose into Stoner excitations in 3d
metals. The energy width of the spin wave excitations is then
of the same magnitude as the energy itself and the various
modes of the film merge into a broad, rather featureless
response function [11]. A dispersion of an individual mode
is not definable then.
For smaller wave vectors q‖ < 0.3–0.4 ˚A
−1
, however, spin
waves are well-defined excitations, even in 3d metals. This
work therefore focuses on the low wave vector regime. The
spin wave spectrum of a film then consists of a series of modes
displaying an individual dispersion with q‖. The total number
of dispersion branches (with the acoustic mode included)
equals the number N of atom layers in the film. The higher
frequency modes of the film are standing wave modes along
the vertical axis of the film with 1 to N–1 nodes inside
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the film. These standing modes were not explicitly seen in
the early studies using electron energy loss spectroscopy
[9,12–15] although they were known to exist at q‖ = 0 from
spin polarized scanning tunneling spectroscopy [16–19]. By
using an improved electron spectrometer [20,21] with five
times higher energy resolution the lowest standing mode of a
cobalt film was discovered for q‖ < 0.4−1 [22]. A systematic
analysis of the spin wave spectrum of fcc cobalt films
deposited on Cu(100) as function of the layer thickness (5–8
atom layers) [23] in connection with theoretical calculations
of the exchange coupling constants [24] has led to a new
interpretation of the spin wave spectra at higher wave vectors
[10] (near the boundary of the surface Brillouin zone), namely
that the spectra consist of several modes, which cannot be
disentangled as the energy differences between the various
losses are smaller than the intrinsic width of the losses. A
simulation of the spin wave spectrum by invoking a simple
model for the scattering cross section revealed that at larger
wave vectors q‖ the spin wave signal of the system Co/Cu(100)
is actually dominated by the first standing mode and not by the
lowest mode as originally assumed [9]. It has thereby become
clear that the assignment of the position of a broad spin wave
signal to a single mode and the discussion of the dispersion
of that peak position in terms of theory is questionable except
for the case of magnetic monolayers or bilayers (for a review
see Ref. [25]). As will be shown in this paper the situation is
even more complicated by the fact that the relative weight
of an individual mode to a spin wave signal can depend
very critically on the electron impact energy. For larger wave
vectors, where the energy difference between modes is smaller
than their energy width the shape of the spin wave signal varies
with the impact energy. A shift in the maximum of the spin
wave signal as function of film thickness [26] is therefore not
necessarily due to variations of intrinsic magnetic properties.
The simultaneous observation of the acoustic mode and one
or more standing modes and their dispersion as function of the
film thickness provides information on the layer dependence
of the exchange coupling. For example, the energy of a
standing spin wave at q‖ = 0 is determined solely by the
interlayer coupling. The thinner the film, the larger is the
contribution of the interlayer coupling between layers next
to the interface and the surface. The standing wave energies
as a function of the layer thickness therefore reveal the
layer dependence of the interlayer coupling. The dispersion
with the wave vector parallel to the surface is governed by
the intralayer coupling. Consequently one may learn about
intralayer coupling from the dispersion with q‖. Again, the role
of surface and interface layers increases with decreasing film
thickness. A systematic experimental study of the dispersion
of acoustic and standing spin wave modes as a function of
the layer thickness should therefore reveal information on
the layer dependence of intralayer and interlayer exchange
coupling parameters. However, the experimental data cannot
be interpreted without the help of theory. The reason is the
presence of two surfaces, the free surface and the interface to
the substrate. Theory has shown that the exchange coupling
constants at surface and interface differ considerably from
each other [24,27]. A complete experimental data set on the
spin waves as function of thickness may therefore indicate
substantial surface/interface modifications of the exchange
coupling, but there is no way to determine the share of
either surface in these modifications unless one is guided by
theory. For fcc cobalt layers on Cu(100) [23] guidance by
theory was available [24,27] and excellent agreement between
experimental dispersion data and those calculated from the
(slightly reduced) exchange coupling constants of Bergqvist
et al. [24] was found.
It is the prime objective of this paper to extend the concept
for the analysis of the layer dependence of the exchange
coupling to hexagonal (hcp) cobalt films with (0001) surfaces.
For these films, one expects a considerable reduction of the
energies of standing waves in (0001) oriented hexagonal
films [and (111) oriented fcc films] since the number of
nearest neighbors mediating the interlayer coupling is lower
compared to fcc (100) films. On the other hand, the intralayer
coupling involves six instead of four nearest neighbors. For the
same reason the modifications of the intralayer and interlayer
exchange coupling near the surface and the interface are
expected to be quite different from fcc (100) films.
For the type of study that we have in mind one needs an
epitaxial system in which cobalt grows in well-ordered hcp
films in a layerwise growth mode so that a particular dispersion
of a standing wave can be attributed to a defined layer
thickness. Such well-ordered hcp cobalt films with compar-
atively little strain grow on W(110) [28,29]. The rather perfect
order of these films results in small elastic diffuse scattering.
Consequently, low-energy spin waves can be observed even
for small wave vectors as their loss features are not buried
in the elastic diffuse scattering. Unfortunately, the hexagonal
cobalt lattice is incommensurate with the substrate lattice.
A theoretical analysis therefore requires the handling of a
large unit cell. We therefore decided to explore also the spin
wave spectra of hexagonal films as realized by deposition onto
Cu(111) and Au(111) where the unit cell is (1 × 1). However,
in both cases the growth is not layer by layer but rather in the
form of islands created in the initial nucleation process.
On Cu(111), cobalt nucleates in two-layer-high islands,
which assume a triangular shape in room-temperature growth.
The shape arises from the fact that (100) boundaries of the
cobalt double layers disappear during growth [30]. Since the
first layer cobalt atoms occupy A sites or B sites of the Cu(111)
surface with equal probability the islands possess two different
orientations rotated by 60° with respect to each other [31]. In
other words, the islands grow in twins. The structure, the elec-
tronic properties and the magnetism of these nanoislands have
attracted considerable attention in the past [32–35]. An earlier
proposition that the two-layer-high islands actually consist of
cobalt trilayers with the bottom layer embedded into the copper
matrix [36] are not confirmed by these recent studies. Upon fur-
ther deposition of cobalt the islands grow in size and thickness,
initially retaining the fcc structure of the substrate. The LEED
pattern nevertheless displays sixfold symmetry because of the
two types of islands, which are rotated by 60° with respect
to each other. Again because of the twin structure the islands
do not merge into a continuous film during further growth.
Even a five-monolayer (5ML) film shows remnants of the
original islands with deep trenches between them. According
to a LEED analysis the structure of the cobalt layer is then
predominantly hcp [37,38]. Despite their granular structure
these cobalt films display well-defined spin wave spectra,
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equally rich in features as the hcp films on W(110), as we shall
see. The reason is that the islands have a mesalike shape with
a rather uniform height. The thickness of the film within the
islands is not known a priori but must be larger than the mean
thickness. A theoretical analysis of the spectra must therefore
involve a calibration of the actual height of the islands. Since
the energy of the standing spin wave modes depends critically
on the number of layers in the film an approximate calibration
can be achieved by the comparison of the standing spin waves
of cobalt films deposited on W(110) and Cu(111).
For the sake of completeness we also consider the spin
wave spectra of hcp cobalt films grown on Au(111). These
films are the least ordered ones in our study. The disorder
stems from the large mismatch between the Au(111) surface
lattice constant (a = 2.88 ˚A) and hcp cobalt (a = 2.51 ˚A) as
well as from the nucleation in specific sites of the reconstructed
surface. The cobalt films therefore have a pronounced granular
structure [39], which persists up to thicker layers. Nevertheless
cobalt films on Au(111) have been of interest because of
a reorientation transition between four- and five-monolayer
thickness in which the magnetization switches from vertical
polarization caused by a large interface anisotropy to parallel
orientation [40–42]. The large interface anisotropy has also
been studied on Au/Co multilayer systems [43,44].
The paper is organized as follows. The next section
introduces details of our experimental setup, describes the
cleaning procedures, the thickness calibration, as well as some
technicalities of the data analysis. Sections III–V are devoted to
the experimental results for cobalt films on W(110), Cu(111),
and Au(111), respectively. The final section discusses effects
of the film morphology and compares the dispersion curves of
acoustic and standing modes obtained for hcp films to those
of the fcc cobalt films on Cu(100). Contrary to expectation,
we find the standing modes of the hcp (0001) films to be of
nearly the same frequency. We argue that the reason for the
unexpectedly high energies of the standing modes is the higher
contribution of next-nearest-neighbor interactions.
II. EXPERIMENT
Our experimental setup features a preparation chamber
equipped with means for LEED (low-energy electron diffrac-
tion) and a cylindrical mirror Auger analyzer. The LEED
system is in line of sight with the electron gun of the Auger
analyzer, which permits grazing incidence electron diffraction
studies during deposition of the cobalt films. Calibration of
the e-beam evaporator in terms of the ion flux associated
with the cobalt evaporation is made via the oscillations in
the intensity of the (00) diffracted 3 keV grazing incidence
beam (MEED oscillations) during the layer-by-layer growth
of cobalt on a Cu(100) crystal. By scaling with the atom layer
density the film thickness is then calibrated for other surface
orientations. The copper and gold surfaces were cleaned by
argon sputtering and annealing in the conventional way. The
tungsten surfaces are prepared firstly by cycles of oxygen
treatment (3 × 10−7 mbar O2 pressure) at 1600 K sample
temperature followed by flashing the crystal to 2300 K. This
procedure leaches the carbon out of the crystal. Once the
bulk of the crystal is sufficiently depleted of carbon, merely
flashing to 2300 K in ultrahigh vacuum (base pressure in
FIG. 1. (Color online) Energy loss spectrum for about a mono-
layer of oxygen (64 meV) with some additional CO contamination
(243 meV) on a three monolayer cobalt film deposited on W(110)
(blue circles). The oxygen contamination level of the clean surface is
less than 10−4 of a monolayer (see text for discussion).
the low 10−11 mbar range) suffices to remove impurities as
well as cobalt layers from earlier deposition. All stages of
the cleaning and preparation procedure were monitored via
the vibration spectrum of adsorbed species using our electron
energy loss spectrometer. The sensitivity of this spectroscopy
is about a hundred times higher than Auger spectroscopy as
will be demonstrated below.
Our electron energy loss spectrometer is housed in a
separate chamber into which the samples are transferred after
preparation. The spectrometer features a conventional LaB6
cathode as electron source and two 143° electrostatic deflectors
as monochromators and analyzers each. The present instru-
ment is equipped with a new (more compact) cathode emission
system yielding about six times higher monochromatic cur-
rents compared to the instrument described in Refs. [10,21].
Because of the conventional cathode, spin wave excitations
are identified solely by their dispersion characteristics. Since
spin wave energy losses are energetically broader and more
than an order of magnitude weaker than vibration energy
losses of surface contaminations, extreme cleanliness of the
surface down to a level <10−2 of a monolayer is needed. Much
more care in surface and film preparation is therefore required
compared to spectroscopy involving a spin polarizing cathode
where vibration peaks of the same order of magnitude as the
spin wave loss were frequently tolerated in the past (see e.g.,
Refs. [13,26]). Figure 1 demonstrates that the required low
contamination level can indeed be achieved. The figure shows
the specular-reflection spectrum of a clean three-monolayer
(3ML) cobalt film deposited on W(110) (green open squares)
in comparison to the spectrum of about a monolayer of oxygen
with some additional CO contamination. The elastic line (red
squares in Fig. 1) is recorded with reduced voltage on the
channeltron detector and therefore not calibrated in height.
The true elastic intensity was determined by measuring the
current at the channeltron entrance using a pA meter. The
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FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the scattering geometry.
measured current corresponds to 4.4 × 106 electrons/s and
7 × 107 electrons/s, for the oxygen covered surfaces and
the clean surface respectively. For the clean surface, the
intensity of the oxygen mode is below 20 counts/s compared
to 1.5 × 104 counts/s for the surface with one monolayer of
oxygen. Since for a given coverage the intensity of a vibration
peak in the dipole scattering regime [7] is proportional to the
elastic intensity one calculates the oxygen contamination level
of the clean surface to (20/7 × 107)/(1.5 × 104/4.4 × 106) =
8 × 10−5. A similar result applies to the carbon contamination.
The determination of the spin wave dispersion requires an
accurate knowledge of the kinetic energy E0 of electrons at
the sample. The energy is established in two steps. First, the
pass energy Epass in the monochromator is calculated from the
deflection voltage [20]. The kinetic energy is then given by
E0 = Epass + eV + e(graphite − sample) (1)
in which V is the voltage difference between the exit of
the monochromator and the sample and e(graphite − sample)
is the work function difference between the graphite-coated
exit slit of the monochromator and the sample. The work
function difference is experimentally determined by applying
a negative bias on the sample until no current reaches the
sample despite refocusing the lenses. This determines the
voltage of zero kinetic energy of electrons at the sample.
The difference between that bias voltage and the voltage
applied in the experiment defines the electron impact energy.
A schematic illustration of the scattering geometry used
in the measurements is shown in Fig. 2. An incident electron
beam at angle θ (i) with respect to the surface normal with wave
vector k(i) is backscattered from the surface. Some electrons
undergo inelastic scattering and thereby transfer energy and
momentum. The intensity of the scattered electrons with
wave vector k(f) is measured at angle θ (f). Spin waves appear
in the spectrum as energy losses ωs or energy gains. For
elementary excitations characterized by the two-dimensional
wave vector q‖ momentum conservation between the incoming
and outgoing electrons requires that for energy losses q‖ is
q|| = k(i) sin
(
θ (i)
)− k(f) sin (θ (f)) if E(f ) = E(i) − ωs
(2)
FIG. 3. (Color online) Energy loss spectrum of a four monolayer
(4ML) cobalt film deposited on a W(110) surface. The energy losses
correspond to the acoustic spin wave at Esw1 = 29.8 meV and the
first standing spin wave at Esw2 = 80 meV. The wave vector is q‖ =
0.3 ˚A−1. See text for further details.
while for energy gains q‖ is given by
− q|| = k(i) sin
(
θ (i)
)− k(f) sin (θ (f)) if E(f ) = E(i) + ωs.
(3)
In our experiments, the angle between the incoming beam
and the scattered beam is kept constant at 90°, occasionally
at 80°. The required parallel wave vector transfer is achieved
by rotating the sample around an axis vertical to the scattering
plane. For the impact energies E0 used here, the accuracy in the
determination of q‖ is 0.004 ˚A
−1
. All spectra are recorded with
θ (i) < θ (f ) that is for q‖ < 0. The area on the surface, which is
probed by the analyzer is then larger than the area illuminated
by the electron beam, which leads to higher intensities than in
the reverse case. Since the hexagonal films have a center of
inversion Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions [45] do not play
a role in this case (as opposed to the case of iron bilayer films
on the same surface [46,47]) and the dispersion is the same for
positive and negative q‖. In the following we therefore quote
only the modulus q‖.
In order to illustrate the procedures for data analysis, the
energy loss spectrum of a 4ML cobalt film on W(110) is
shown in Fig. 3. The spectrum displays the energy losses
due to the acoustic spin wave mode at ωsw1 = 29.8 meV
and due to the lowest standing spin wave at ωsw2 = 80 meV.
Electron impact energy is 3 eV, the q‖ vector is 0.3 ˚A
−1
[before correction for the energy loss dependent value of
kf ]. Energy losses scale with n(ω,T ) + 1 where n is the
Bose occupation number. The true spectral density is therefore
recovered from the spectrum by dividing the energy loss
spectrum (red triangles in Fig. 3) by n(ω,T ) + 1. The result
is the curve with blue open circles. Spin wave excitations
possess a Lorentzian line shape [11,48]. The spectrometer
energy-transfer function as represented by the elastic line in the
spectrum is approximately a Gaussian. The spectral response
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of a spin wave is therefore a convolution of a Gaussian with
a Lorentzian, a Voigt function. Since the energy width of the
elastic peak is narrower than the spin wave signal the spin
wave loss is nevertheless well represented by a Lorentzian.
The spectral density is therefore analyzed by fitting a tail of
the elastic diffuse scattering, two Lorentzians, and a constant
background to the experimental spectral density (blue solid
line). Tail and Lorentzians are shown as dash-dotted and
dashed lines in Fig. 3. The fitting procedure yields a full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of 2 = 14.2 meV for the lowest
spin wave. A detailed study of the FWHM of acoustic spin
waves of the hcp films with 3 meV energy resolution is a
subject for future research [49]. Here we merely note that
the intrinsic FWHM of the acoustic spin wave signal after
correction for energy and momentum resolution [22] is about
2intr = 8 meV. Acoustic spin waves in hexagonal cobalt films
on W(110) are therefore well-defined excitations.
III. COBALT LAYERS ON W(110)
Cobalt films on W(110) grow in the Nishiyama-
Wassermann orientation, that is with the hexagonal base plane
parallel to the W(110) plane. The cobalt [11¯20] and [1¯100]
directions are parallel to the W[001] and W[1¯10] directions,
respectively. The cobalt films grow pseudomorphic along the
W[1¯10] direction so that the hexagonal cobalt film is slightly
strained in that direction. A detailed study of the strain as a
function of the film thickness was performed by Fritzsche
et al. [28]. Along the W[001] direction, the mismatch of
the lattice constants causes a misfit f = (aCo − aW)/aW =
−0.208 which gives rise to a characteristic superstructure in
the LEED pattern [Fig. 4(a)] as long as the film thickness
is sufficiently small so that electrons can penetrate down to
the tungsten substrate. For films between 2ML and 8ML
the lattice constants derived from the LEED spots are in a
ratio of 3.56:4.56 = 0.781 [28,50], which lies between the
commensurate ratios 3:4 and 4:5. A real space structure with
the closest commensurate ratio 4:5 leading to a 4 × 1 unit cell
is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) with a single layer of cobalt atoms.
Spin wave spectra are studied with the wave vector q‖ along
the Co[11¯20] direction, which is the ¯ ¯K direction in the
surface Brillouin zone of the hexagonal cobalt lattice (Fig. 5).
Examples for Co/W(110) are shown in Fig. 6 for a wave vector
q‖ = 0.3 ˚A−1 and film thicknesses between 3ML and 7ML.
The spectra display up to four loss features. The lowest one at
18 meV is a phonon resonance loss due to a high density of
bulk states [51] (see Supplemental Material [52]). The other
energy losses are caused by spin wave excitations. The lowest
of those is the acoustic mode, which is practically independent
of the film thickness.
The next higher mode is the standing mode with one node
inside the film. Its energy depends critically on the film
thickness. For 6ML and 7ML one notices a further broad
feature at higher energies. A systematic study of its peak
energy as a function of wave vector identifies the feature
as the second standing wave with two nodes inside the film.
We note that the spectra show defined standing modes for
each of the nominal layer thicknesses (except for 3ML). The
FWHM of the standing mode signal is not broader than the
FWHM for the acoustic mode at the same spin wave energy.
FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) LEED pattern of a 4ML cobalt film
on a W(110) surface. Electron energy is 200 eV. The superstructure
is caused by the misfit along the W[001] direction. (b) real-space
illustration of the W(110) surface (large black spheres) and a single
layer of cobalt (small gray spheres). Shown is a 4 × 1 unit cell,
however, the real structure is incommensurate along the W[001]
direction.
This entails that the majority of the film must have the same
thickness with only small contributions from areas of higher or
lower thickness. This result is at variance with the low-energy
electron microscopy (LEEM) images published by Duden
et al. where a 5ML LEEM image displayed areas of 4ML
and 6ML coverage of roughly the same size [53].
The absolute intensities as well as the relative intensities of
the various modes depend critically on the impact energy. This
is illustrated with Fig. 7. Whereas the acoustic spin wave mode
(denoted as SW1 in Fig. 7) is hardly discernable at E0 = 3 eV
impact energy, it becomes the strongest mode in the spectrum
when E0 = 2.25 eV. The same behavior is found for 6ML and
FIG. 5. Two layers of a hexagonal lattice, the principal directions
and the surface Brillouin zone.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Energy loss spectra for 3–7ML cobalt
films at q‖ = 0.3 ˚A−1. The impact energy was 3 eV for 2–6ML
and 2.25 eV for 7ML. The lowest spin wave mode at 30 meV is
independent of the film thickness. It is therefore assigned to the
acoustic mode. The other losses are due to standing spin waves.
8ML films. Similar oscillations, although not as pronounced
as here, were seen on fcc cobalt films on Cu(100) surfaces
[54]. In analogy to the same phenomenon in phonon losses in
the low impact energy range we attribute these oscillations to
image potential induced resonances [55]. Large oscillations in
the intensity of phonon modes were also reported for higher
impact energies. There, the oscillations are attributed to the
multiple scattering of electrons [56,57].
While a quantitative theory for the case of spin waves is
still lacking, the effect may be exploited to separate different
modes even when they cannot be resolved as separate modes
because of limited energy resolution or because of the intrinsic
FIG. 7. (Color online) Energy loss spectra as function of the
electron impact energy for a 7ML cobalt film at q‖ = 0.3 ˚A−1. The
absolute as well as the relative intensities of the various spin wave
signals depend critically on the impact energy.
FIG. 8. (Color online) Two energy loss spectra for a 7ML cobalt
film at q‖ = 0.4 ˚A−1 taken with two different electron impact energies,
2.25 eV and 3.0 eV.
width of the modes [58,59]. Figure 8 illustrates the method for
a 7ML cobalt film: The spin wave signals for E0 = 2.25 eV
and E0 = 3.0 eV have a rather different shape and the signals
peak at different energies. The spin wave signal is decomposed
into Lorentzians at 54 meV, 66 meV, and 88 meV. The precise
optimum fit energy for the mode at 66 meV is taken from the
E0 = 3.0 eV spectrum since the mode obviously dominates
the signal there. The energies for the acoustic mode at 54 meV
and the second standing mode at 88 meV are taken from a fit
to the E0 = 2.25 eV spectrum. In that way, an unambiguous
decomposition into three modes is feasible. We note that the
FWHM of the individual contributions to the spin wave signal
are 2–3 times smaller than the FWHM of the entire loss peak.
Correspondingly, lifetimes of spin waves as taken from the
total FWHM [13,60] are short by a factor of 2–3.
The data points on the dispersion of modes, obtained by the
procedures described above, are displayed in Fig. 9 for 3ML
and 4ML and in Figs. 10(a)–10(c) for 5ML, 6ML, and 7ML,
respectively. As previously found for fcc cobalt on Cu(100)
[23] the lowest-energy spin wave is practically independent of
the film thickness and disperses nearly quadratic in q‖ for small
wave vectors. The next higher-energy branches are standing
wave modes with a single node inside the film. Because of the
node the energy stays finite for q‖ = 0. For 6ML and 7ML films
even a second standing mode (with two nodes) is observed (see
also Figs. 6 and 7). The solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines
in Figs. 9 and 10 are fits to guide the eye. The fit function is
borrowed from the analytical solution for the acoustic (surface)
mode in the nearest-neighbor Heisenberg model. For the basal
plane of a hcp structure along the [11¯20] direction the solution
is
ωs = 163 JS{3 − cos(q||a0) − 2 cos(q||a0/2)} (4)
with JS the nearest-neighbor coupling parameter. This analyt-
ical solution is a good fit to the peak position of the spin wave
loss up to the zone boundary with JS ∼ 14.5 meV [13]. In
order to heuristically describe the standing wave modes the fit
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Dispersion of the acoustic and standing
wave modes for 3ML and 4ML cobalt films on W(110) (blue solid
squares, magenta solid circles, respectively). Solid and dashed lines
are fits to guide the eye (see text for discussion).
function is modified to
ωs = A{3 − cos[(q2|| + q2⊥)
1/2
a0]
− 2 cos[(q2|| + q2⊥)
1/2
a0/2]} (5)
FIG. 10. (Color online) Dispersion of the acoustic and standing
wave modes for 5–7ML cobalt films on W(110). Solid and dashed
lines are fits to guide the eye (see text for discussion).
FIG. 11. (Color online) A series of energy loss spectra at wave
vector q‖ = 0.35 ˚A−1 as function of the nominal coverage defined
as the coverage in layers, which existed if cobalt were to grow as a
continuous pseudomorphic film. The peak at 18.8 meV is due to a
phonon resonance as discussed before (see also supporting material).
The higher-energy losses are due to spin wave excitations as identified
by their dispersion.
in which A and q⊥ are fit parameters. Only the positions of
clearly separate peaks (such as shown in Fig. 6) obtained
for wave vectors below q‖ = 0.3–0.4 ˚A−1 are used in the
fitting procedure. The extrapolation of the fit functions into
the higher q‖ range beyond 0.4 ˚A
−1
nevertheless runs through
the data points obtained by the procedure described above,
which allows the assignment of these data points to particular
dispersion branches (Fig. 10).
IV. COBALT ON Cu(111)
Figure 11 displays a series of energy loss spectra at
q‖ = 0.35 ˚A−1 as a function of the nominal coverage defined
as the coverage in layers which existed if cobalt were to grow
as a continuous pseudomorphic film. The peak at 18.8 meV
is due to a phonon resonance as discussed before (see also
Supplemental Material [52]). The higher-energy losses are due
to spin wave excitations as identified by their dispersion (see
below). As in the case of W(110) substrates, the signal, which is
largely independent of the film thickness, is the acoustic mode.
The thickness-dependent higher-energy mode is a standing
wave mode. Because of the aforementioned trenches between
the islands the loss spectra may stem from cobalt islands,
which are thicker than the nominal coverage. It is therefore
a priori not possible to associate the standing spin wave
signals to a specific film thickness. Here, the comparison to the
continuous films on W(110) is helpful. We therefore present
the dispersion data for the spin waves of cobalt on Cu(111)
together with the data on W(110). Data on the acoustic mode,
which are practically independent of the layer thickness, agree
within the limits of error, even for the case of 2ML high
islands on Cu(111) as obtained with 0.7ML nominal coverage
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Comparison of the dispersion of spin
wave modes of cobalt films grown on Cu(111) to those grown
on W(110). (a) 2ML Co/Cu(111), 0.7MLCo/Cu(111), and 4ML
Co/W(110) are shown as red open squares, red solid squares, and blue
open circles, respectively. (b) 3ML Co/Cu(111) and 5ML Co/W110)
are shown as open red squares and open blue circles, respectively.
(c) 4ML Co/Cu(111), 5ML Co/Cu(111) and 6ML Co/W(110), are
shown as open red squares, solid red diamonds, and open blue circles,
respectively. The lines represent fits to the W(110) data using the fit
functions described earlier.
[Fig. 12(a)]. The energies of the standing modes, however,
disagree with cobalt films of the same nominal thickness on
W(110), in particular in case of very thin films. Figure 12(a),
e.g., shows that the standing wave data for the 2ML/Cu(111)
film (red open squares) agree with corresponding data of the
4ML/W(110) film (blue open circles). Likewise the standing
wave dispersion of the 3MLCo/Cu(111) film roughly agrees
with the standing wave dispersion of the 5ML/W(110) film
[Fig. 12(b)]. The standing waves of the 4ML and 5ML
films on Cu(111) (red open squares and red solid diamonds)
finally agree approximately with the standing wave data of the
6ML/W(110) film [Fig. 12(c)].
V. COBALT ON Au(111)
Nucleation of the cobalt films begins at the elbows of the
herringbone reconstruction with islands of two cobalt layers
height [39]. The islands grow primarily in size rather than in
thickness so that merely half the surface is covered by cobalt
at 1ML nominal coverage [61]. The islands remain separate
at even higher coverages because of the mismatch between
distances of the nucleation centers and the cobalt lattice [62].
Even 6ML films display a rather regular arrangement of
noncoalesced islands. The open structure of the cobalt film on
FIG. 13. (Color online) Normalized intensities of the low-energy
Auger lines of cobalt (57 eV), copper (66 eV), and gold (74 eV) as
function of the nominal cobalt coverage in monolayers. For cobalt on
Cu(111) the cobalt intensity (blue solid squares) rises and the copper
intensity (open red squares) decays approximately according to a
layer-by-layer growth mode (blue and red solid lines). An even better
agreement between modeling and the data is obtained if one takes the
initial double island growth into account (blue and red dashed lines).
On the Au(111) surface the rise of the cobalt signal and the decay
of the gold signal (open red diamonds) is nearly linear up to high
nominal coverages indicating granular growth.
Au(111) is reflected in the intensities of the low-energy Auger
lines. Figure 13 shows the intensities of the cobalt and gold
Auger lines as solid blue diamonds and open red diamonds,
respectively. The intensities are normalized to their maximum
value at zero cobalt coverage and at 12ML coverage, for gold
and cobalt respectively. The rise of the cobalt intensity and
the decay of the gold intensity are nearly linear up to high
coverage indicating granular growth.
For cobalt on copper, on the other hand, the experimental
data are approximately described by a continuous growth
model:












Here, N is the number of cobalt layers, dmono the thickness
of one cobalt layer, and λ = 4.9 ˚A the mean-free path in cobalt
at 57 eV (solid lines in Fig. 13). A better agreement with the
data is achieved if the initial growth in form of double-layer
islands is considered (dashed lines).
The granular structure of the cobalt films on Au(111) gives
rise to large diffuse elastic scattering, preventing a study of
standing spin waves at low wave vectors. We therefore focus
on wave vectors q‖ > 0.5 ˚A
−1
where we found intense spin
wave signals. Figure 14 compares the spin wave spectra at q‖ =
0.6 ˚A−1 for 6ML cobalt films deposited on Au(111), Cu(111),
and W(110). The spectral response of all three films peaks
at about the same energy, however, it is considerably broader
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Comparison of the spin wave spectra of
6ML Co on Au(111), Cu(111), and W(110) for a wave vector of
q‖ = 0.6 ˚A−1. The energy losses peak at the same energy. The width
increases however from W(110) to Au(111) because of kinematic
broadening.
on the Au(111) surface. In the following we show that the
broadening is entirely due to kinematic broadening resulting
from the diffuse scattering, which entails that a larger q‖ space
is sampled.
For a quantitative analysis of the kinematic broadening we
first consider the intensity of the specular reflected beam of
cobalt films as function of the angle of the reflected beam
θ (f). The angle θ (f) is converted into the momentum transfer
K|| = k(f) sin(θ (f)) − k(i) sin(θ (i)). The data are displayed in
Fig. 15. For the 5ML cobalt film on W(110) the intensity
has the form of a Gaussian in the center with Lorentzian-like
tails on both sides (black squares in Fig. 15). By using the
electron optical calculations described in Ref. [21] one can
FIG. 15. (Color online) Normalized intensity of the specular
reflected beam versus K‖ of cobalt films deposited on Au(111),
Cu(111), and W(110) (red triangles, green circles, and black squares,
respectively, see text for discussion).
TABLE I. From left to right the table shows the substrate used, the
FWHM of the spectra, the FWHM of the elastic peaks, the FWHM
after unfolding the spectrum [Eq. (9)], the kinematic broadening
ω, and the resulting intrinsic FWHM of the spin wave signal.
FWHM FWHM FWHM ω FWHM
Substrate energy loss elastic peak real kinematic intrinsic
W(110) 56 meV 15 meV 52 meV 11 meV 41 meV
Cu(111) 72 meV 23 meV 64 meV 24 meV 40 meV
Au(111) 85 meV 26 meV 77 meV 36 meV 41 meV
show that width and shape are entirely determined by the
acceptance angle of the lens system in that case. On the
Cu(111) and Au(111) substrates, the momentum widths of
the specular beams are considerably larger (green circles and
red triangles respectively). Moreover, the shape of the curves
resembles a Lorentzian (dashed lines). Simulations show that
the Lorentzian form results from the incoherent superposition
of the scattering from an ensemble of islands with a Gaussian
(i.e., random) size distribution. For simplicity the islands were
assumed to be of hexagonal shape both for the cobalt islands on
Au(111) and on Cu(111) [in reality the islands are triangular
on Cu(111)]. Best fit to the experimental data is obtained for
islands with mean diameters of 40 and 24 atoms and a standard
deviation of 20 and 6 atoms, for Cu(111) and Au(111) respec-
tively. The resulting mean sizes are in excellent agreement with
the island sizes observed in STM images [31,39]. We therefore
conclude that the broad quasi-Lorentzian shape of specular
reflected beam results from the morphology of the cobalt films.
Because of the diffuse elastic scattering on Cu(111) and
Au(111) the spin wave spectra probe a larger range of q‖
values than on the W(110) surface, namely q‖ = 0.079 ˚A−1
and q‖ = 0.118 ˚A−1 for the Cu(111) and Au(111) substrates,





With the dispersion ∂ω/∂q|| = 303 meV ˚A at
q‖ = 0.6 ˚A−1 a kinematic energy broadening of 11 meV, 24
meV, and 36 meV is calculated for the cobalt films on W(110),
Cu(111), and Au(111) substrates, respectively (fifth column
in Table I). In order to obtain the intrinsic FWHM of the spin
wave signal, the experimentally observed FWHM needs to
be corrected for the energy resolution of the experiment as
indicated by the FWHM of the elastic peak (third column in
Table I). To do that, we note that the ratio of true width of the
spin wave energy loss (FWHMreal) to the width of the Voigt
function (FWHMVoigt) representing the convolution of spin
wave signal and the resolution function depends only on the ra-
tio of the width the Voigt function (FWHMVoigt) to the width of
the resolution function (FWHMel). We have calculated numer-
ically a large number of convolutions for 1.2 < FWHMVoigt/
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Using this approximation the values in the fourth column
of Table I are obtained. The finally resulting intrinsic FWHM
of the spin wave signal, as listed in the last column of Table I,
agree within the limit of error.
In summary we conclude that the spin wave spectral
densities of 6ML cobalt layers on the three different substrates
agree both in peak energy and in their intrinsic width. We
note that the spectral response at q‖ = 0.6 ˚A−1 stems from
more than one mode (Sec. III). Hence, the true FWHM of the
individual spin wave modes at q‖ = 0.6 ˚A−1 is smaller than
40 meV.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Effects of film morphology on the spin wave spectra
Except for the kinematic broadening discussed above, the
island morphology has no noticeable effect on the spin wave
spectra for larger q‖ values. The same can be said for the acous-
tic mode at low q‖ values inasmuch as experimental data are
available, which is the case for cobalt on Cu(111). Figures 10
and 12 show that the data points for the acoustic mode for films
on W(110) and Cu(111) fall on top of each other. Hence there is
no noticeable effect of the finite size of the islands on the mea-
sured dispersion. This is not so surprising; however, boundary
conditions at the island edges are expected to become impor-
tant when the lateral dimensions of the islands are comparable
to the wavelength of the spin wave. For cobalt on Cu(111) this
would be the case for wave vectors q‖ smaller than 0.05 ˚A
−1
,
which is out of the realm of our investigation. We further note
that the fcc structure of the thin cobalt films on Cu(111) has
apparently no significant effect on the energies of the acoustic
mode. This is presumably because nearest- and next-nearest-
neighbor interactions dominate the spin wave energies and
their distances are the same for the fcc and hcp structure.
The result for the submonolayer coverage of 0.7ML
[Fig. 12(a)] requires extra consideration. For submonolayer
coverage, cobalt assembles in two-atom-high islands of tri-
angular shape. This double-layer structure is responsible for
the fact that the Curie temperature for these islands is above
300 K so that spin waves exist at room temperature. From
the nucleation density observed in STM images [34,35,63,64]
one calculates a mean island size of ∼1900 atoms for the
nominal 0.7ML deposit, equivalent to a side length of the
islands of about 50 atoms. These islands are large enough
to sustain spin waves of wave vectors larger than the lower
limit of wave vectors accessible to us. Possible different
magnetic properties of the island edge atom as indicated by the
reversed polarization of the edge atoms seen in spin-polarized
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [65,66] should not have
a significant effect on the spin wave spectra.
While there is no noticeable effect on the acoustic mode, the
island morphology has drastic consequences for the standing
spin waves of cobalt films deposited on Cu(111). The standing
wave energy of nominal 2ML and 3ML films on Cu(111)
coincide with the standing wave energies of 4ML and 5ML
films on W(110) [Figs. 12(a) and 12(b)]. The data for the
5ML film on Cu(111) coincides with the 6ML film on W(110)
for the same nominal thickness [Fig. 12(c)]. This agreement
includes the data on the second standing wave.
The comparison of the standing spin wave data of films
deposited on Cu(111) and W(110) suggest that the actual film
thickness on copper is higher than the mean thickness. The
enhanced height is a consequence of the initial growth in the
form of twinned bilayer islands with bottom layer cobalt atoms
occupying crystallographic different threefold hollow sites on
Cu(111) (A and B sites, if the top copper layer atoms sit in
C-type sites). The orientational domain boundaries impede
the coalescence of the islands during subsequent growth of the
Co film. A 5ML film on Cu(111), for example, is composed
of flat-top islands with lateral sizes of 100–150 ˚A (Fig. 3 of
Ref. [31]) with trenches between the islands. The trenches
amount to about 25% of the imaged surface. De la Figuera
et al. suggested that the trenches may reach down to the copper
surfaces [31]. If that were true the mean height of the islands of
a nominal 5ML film would be 6.7ML. The rapid decay of the
Cu 66eV Auger line with coverage (Fig. 13), however, shows
that even in the trenches the copper surface must at least be
partially covered with cobalt. Hence the actual height of the
islands of the nominal 5ML film should be higher than 5ML but
lower than 6.7ML. The good agreement of the 5ML/Cu(111)
data with the 6ML/W(110) data has thus a simple explanation.
For very thin films the spin wave data shows an equivalency
of 2ML/Cu(111) and 4ML/W(110) films. Whether the island
growth can also explain this result is debatable. According to
STM images the average island height for a nominal coverage
of 2ML on Cu(111) is 3ML, not 4ML (Fig. 1(d) of Ref. [67]).
However, a small fraction of the surface also shows 4ML high
islands. The standing wave signal of the 2ML film is rather
weak (Fig. 11). It is therefore possible that the dispersion
data assigned to the nominal 2ML film on Cu(111) actually
stem from the 4ML patches. That assignment would entail
that the majority of 3ML high islands does not produce visible
standing waves, which is consistent with their absence in case
of 3ML films on W(110). On the other hand one cannot a priori
exclude the possibility that the standing waves observed for
nominal 2ML films on Cu(111) actually stem from the 3ML
islands. The 3ML islands on Cu(111) grow as fcc rather than
hcp, which may lead to softer standing waves. Furthermore,
the copper substrate may cause a softening of the exchange
coupling at the interface compared to a tungsten substrate.
Only theory can resolve this issue.
B. Comparison to fcc (100) cobalt films
We now compare the spin wave spectrum of fcc Co(001)
films grown on Cu(100) [23] with the hcp Co(0001) films
grown on W(110) for the same thickness layers. Figure 16
shows the experimental data for 5ML films along the  X
direction for the fcc film and along the  K direction for the
hcp film. Data for the fcc films are depicted as solid red circles
and squares for the acoustic and standing mode, respectively.
Data for the hcp films are represented by open blue circles
and squares for the acoustic mode and the first standing mode,
respectively.
The acoustic modes of fcc and hcp films agree with each
other for low q‖. This result is consistent with the predictions
of the nearest-neighbor Heisenberg model with a single, layer-
independent exchange constant (1NN-model). In that model
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Comparison of the dispersion of 5ML
hcp Co(0001) films on W(110) (blue open symbols) and fcc Co(100)
films on Cu(100) (red solid symbols) along the  K and  X directions
of the Brillouin, respectively. The solid and dashed lines are calculated
within the nearest-neighbor Heisenberg model with J = 15 meV for
hcp and fcc films, respectively. The dash-dotted line is a fit to the
experimental data on W(110) as described earlier.
the dispersion of the lowest energy mode is
ωacoustic = 163 JS{3 − cos(q||a0) − 2 cos(q||a0/2)}
≈ 4JSa20q2|| for a20q2||  1 (10)
for the hcp film along the  K direction and
ωacoustic = 8JS{1 − cos(q||a0)}
≈ 4JSa20q2|| for a20q2||  1 (11)
for the fcc film along the  X direction. Since there is little
deviation in the nearest-neighbor distances between fcc and
hcp the exchange coupling JS should also be rather similar,
and thus the dispersion in the acoustic limit. For larger q‖
values the dispersion curves of the acoustic mode for the two
films slightly deviate from each other for the same exchange
constant J = 15 meV (solid lines in Fig. 16).
What is surprising is the fact that the standing wave energies
for the fcc and hcp film are nearly identical. In the limit
q‖ = 0, the spin precession amplitude is uniform within a
layer and differs merely from one layer to the next. The
energy of a standing mode at q‖ = 0 is therefore entirely
determined by the interlayer exchange coupling. The number
of nearest-neighbor interlayer interactions is four and three for
the fcc and hcp film, respectively. Thus one would expect
a frequency ratio of the standing mode energy of 4/3, at
variance with the experimental result (Fig. 16). A possible
explanation could lie in the contribution of next-nearest
neighbors. Films with hcp structure possess three next-nearest
interlayer neighbors whereas fcc films have only one interlayer
next-nearest neighbor. It is therefore conceivable that the larger
number of next-nearest neighbors in hcp films compensates for
the lesser number of nearest neighbors. This statement entails
that the nearest-neighbor Heisenberg model (1NN model)
with uniform exchange coupling constants fails to describe
the dispersion curves of the hcp films. The solid and dashed
lines in Fig. 16 show the dispersion curves calculated for the
acoustic and first standing mode respectively (J = 15 meV). As
expected, the ratio of the standing mode energies for the fcc and
hcp films is 4/3 at q‖ = 0. Only the standing wave of the fcc
film is well described by the 1NN model. We remark, however,
that the agreement in case of the fcc films is fortuitous to some
extent. The reasons have been discussed in Ref. [23]. In reality,
the exchange coupling constants in fcc films depend heavily on
the proximity of the layer to the surface or to the interface with
the substrate. Furthermore, interlayer and intralayer exchange
coupling constants differ from each other, in particular near
the surface or the interface.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
As was shown previously for fcc cobalt films on Cu(100),
the analysis of the spectrum of standing spin waves as
a function of the layer thickness in combination with a
theoretical study reveals information on the layer dependence
of the exchange coupling [23]. It was our aim to lay the
experimental foundation for an extension of the method to hcp
layers. To achieve this objective we have studied cobalt films
deposited onto three different substrates, W(110), Cu(111),
and Au(111). Only the films deposited on W(110) and Cu(111)
are of sufficient quality to support well-defined standing spin
waves. For a theoretical analysis of the data the small (1x1)
unit cell of the cobalt films on Cu(111) is attractive. We found
however that an assignment of a particular standing wave
dispersion curve to a film thickness is not possible a priori
because of the granular structure of the film. By comparison to
(flat) cobalt films on W(110) we could attribute the standing
wave of the nominal 5ML film on Cu(111) to a film of an actual
local thickness of 6ML. This assignment is reasonable in view
of the STM images of nominal 5ML films [31], as discussed
before. The standing wave energies of thinner films on Cu(111)
may possibly also be explained by the island growth. However,
one can not exclude the possibility that the fcc (111) structure
of very thin films on Cu(111) results in a softening of the
interlayer exchange coupling.
There is therefore a need for theoretical studies in several
directions. First, 5ML hcp cobalt films in 1 × 1 structure
deposited on Cu(111) should be investigated to see whether
one may achieve agreement with the experimental data. From
there one could proceed to 2–3ML films, both in hcp and fcc
structure. The outcome of such a study could be that one could
assign standing wave dispersion curves to particular island
thicknesses. Because of the defined film thicknesses the hcp
films on W(110) may be most promising for a theoretical
analysis of the standing spin wave spectrum as function of the
film thickness, despite the large unit cell. Such a study using a
using (10x1) unit cell is a subject for future work [68].
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